BIG LINK LITE
Assembly Manual

Big Link Lites are lightweight connectors designed to attach between the paraglider’s risers and harness. Compatible with
Ozone’s new lightweight harness range: F*Lite, Ozo and Ozium as well as lightweight harnesses with narrow hanpoints from other
manufacturers. The Big Link Lites are direct replacements for traditional steel or alloy carabineers, they are made from strong
Amsteel Dyneema which when mounted correctly have a breaking load in excess of 3000kgs. To avoid disappointment, injury
or death it is vitally important to connect the Big Link Lites correctly. Please follow these instructions carefully, if you have ANY
doubts please consult with your Ozone dealer.

WARNING: Incorrect mounting of the Big Link Lites will reduce the working strength and possibly cause
complete failure resulting in seriouts injury or death. Ensure that they are mounted correctly with 3 turns.
WARNING: Big Link Lites are only suitable for connecting paraglider risers to the harness. They MUST
NOT be used to attach reserve parachutes. Hard dynamic shock loads may cause complete failure
resulting in seriouts injury or death.
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Starting from the outside of the harness/
risers and working inwards, pass end A
through the riser hangpoint and end B
through the harness hangpoint. A and B
should now be facing to the inside.
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Pass B through the loop of A ...

A
... and then through the elastic.
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Keeping A in roughly the same
position, pull tension on B and
continue passing it through the
riser and harness hangpoints,
then back through the loop of A
and elastic for a second time.

Repeat this process for a third time.
IMPORTANT: BLL must be
mounted with 3 turns, and B
should always pass through the
loop of A AND the elastic.
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Pass B through the loop of A
one final time.

F*Lite

B
The B loop can now be
passed over the tag of end A.
It is a tight fit, gently ease B
down the entire length of the
A tag until it sits in the correct
position around the A loop as
shown in image 8.
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Secure the A tag within the
elastic so the free end is facing
uppermost. Done!

When connecting the F*Lite, ensure both attachment points on
each side of the harness (identified by red tags) are included.

WARNING: The Big Link Lite MUST be mounted with 3 complete turns. Any less than 3 turns will
reduce the working strength and possibly cause failure resulting in seriouts injury or death.

